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Welcome to this Activity Pack.THINKING BY INVENTING is devised by artist Fani Parali during her
major exhibition at Southwark Park Galleries AONYX & DREPAN and THE MINDERS OF THE WARM.
It invites children to feel conﬁdent in using their imagination, to take inspiration from mythical
creatures and from there, to create their own character, set a scene and create a story through an
image. In a world where many of our animals are endangered, this pack allows us to imagine hybrid
and mythological animals and to think about real animals and their habitats.
This pack forms part of the Big Draw Festival 2020 and is intended for families to do at home. It
contains a set of simple instructions with easy-to-source materials to use and an estimated time for
delivery. All you need is paper and any kind of material to draw or/and paint on, such as pencils,
marker pens, acrylic paints or watercolours.

The pack is intended for 5-16 year olds, with younger kids needing more help from adults. Each
activity has a Food for Thought section with a series of questions to help children use their
imagination further.
Share your artwork //
Tag us in your posts on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and use the hashtag #SPGfamilyart or
#ClimateofChange. You can also email photos of your work to
learning@southwarkparkgalleries.org .
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Suggested Materials: Paper and any kind of pencil,
marker pen, acrylic paint or watercolours.
Estimated time of activity: 30 mins - 1 Hour
Look at the following examples of mythical creatures.
They come from various different cultures from all
over the world and from different times.
Myrmecoleon, No image credit available

Myrmecoleon or Ant-lion
A note from the Aberdeen Bestiary (12th century book) describes the Myrmecoleon like this:
"There is a stone in the sea which is called in Latin mermecoleon and in Greek concasabea, because it
is both hollow and round. It is, moreover, divided into two parts, so that if it wants to, it can close up.
The stone lies at the bottom of the sea and comes to life early in the morning. When it rises from its
resting-place to the surface of the sea, it opens its mouth and takes in some heavenly dew, and the
rays of the sun shine around it; thus there grows within the stone a most precious, shining pearl
indeed, conceived from the heavenly dew and given lustre by the rays of the sun."
Food for thought:
Maybe it has the face of a lion and the body of an ant?
Maybe the sunbeams around its head look like a lion’s mane?
Would it be the size of an ant but with the face of a lion, or the size of a lion with the body of an ant?

Kushtaka
Kushtaka are shape-shifters capable of assuming human
form, the form of an otter and potentially other forms,
originating from the Northern parts of America.
It is said that the Kushtaka emit a high pitched,
three-part whistle in the pattern of low-high-low.
Food for thought:
Maybe it has the face of an otter and the body of a
human?
How would you draw the sound it makes?
What does sound look like?
Kushtaka, Image Copyright © MonstrumAthenaeum.org

•
Bake-kujira
Bake-kujira, No image credit available

The Bake-kujira meaning literally "ghost whale" is a
mythical Japanese ghost.
It is supposedly a large ghostly skeleton whale and
strange birds and ﬁsh sometimes keep it company.
Food for thought:
How big is this ghost whale?
If it’s a ghost, do you think it would be translucent
(meaning it allows light to pass through it)?
How can you draw something that is not solid?

Alicanto

‘Alicanto’ Image Copyright © Rob Powell

The Alicanto is a mythological nocturnal (is awake at night and sleeps in the day) bird of the desert
of Atacama, in Chile. Legend says that the Alicanto's wings shine at night with beautiful, metallic
colors, and their eyes emit strange lights. The color of the wings may indicate the type of ore
(natural rock or sediment) it eats, golden if from a gold mine and silvery if from a silver mine. Some
descriptions also portray the color of the wings as copper-green.
Food for thought:
Gold and silver are shiny materials, and they glisten in the light. Would the glistening change
depending on where the light came from?
How can you draw light?
You could determine where the light comes from: from the top of the page, the bottom or the sides?

Instructions:
Use these mythical creatures as inspiration.
Think of and create your very own creature that is a
hybrid (meaning a cross between two different
animals).
You can also give your creature human qualities.
Draw this creature on a piece of paper by itself.
This will be your character.
Draw it as many times as you like, there is no wrong
or right here as it is your creature and it can be
anything you want.
The important thing is that you are happy with it!

Fani Parali, Thirsty, 2020 ©

Ways to help your imagination:
Think of things that excite you, like for example particular colours.
Think of animals that you like or that you are curious about, even if they are scary ones.
It might be fun to mix two animals that are very different from each other,
both in size and in attitude.
You don’t have to be accurate in portraying the elements of the animals exactly. I encourage you to
draw things from memory and imagination rather than copying something.

Fani Parali, Wild Dogs voting, 2020 ©

Think of the history of your creature:
Where does it come from?
What does it like?
What does it not like?
Is it awake in the day or in the night?
It can be both!
What does it eat?
Does it have legs or wings?
It can be both!
Does it live above water on under water?
It can be both!
Does it have fur or scales or skin?
It can be all of those!
What colour eyes does it have?
Does it have a tail?
Does it have four legs or a lot more?
Fani Parali, Carrying Seeds, 2020 ©

Does it live in cold or warm climates?
What does it sound like?
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Estimated time of activity: 30 mins
Photograph by Suzi Eszterhas, Minden Pictures

Instructions:
Let’s create a scene for your character to be in.
Now that you have drawn your character at least once by itself,
draw (or paint it) again, but within a scene.
And by scene I mean an image that works also a story.
This scene will include a pond.
Choose whatever size you want to make the pond but have in
mind that we need to see what is happening above the surface
of the pond as well as below the surface.
The pond can be as big as a sea or as small as a puddle. Or
anything in between!

Photograph by Peter Cech

Decide in your head how big you want the pond to be before
you draw (or paint) it.
You don’t have to show the entirety of the pond, you can show
just part of it.
Image Copyright © The British Library Board
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Materials: Paper and any kind of pencil, marker
pen, acrylic paint or watercolours.
Estimated time of activity: 30 mins – 1 hour
Instructions:
Now draw the pond ﬁrst on your piece of paper.
Then draw your character on the paper.
This is where you ‘direct’ the scene.
It is up to you to decide how and where things will
be placed, in order to give a sense of a story that
anyone who looks at your image will grasp.

Fani Parali, Chalk Spirit Singing to Parent and Young, 2020 ©

Food for thought:
Think about your character and scene and
how they work together.
Elements above the Surface:
Is it night or day, or something
in-between, like dusk or dawn?
Is the sun out? Or are the moon and the
stars out?
Where is the point of view from? For
example, it could be from high above, or
from up close.
What is happening in the sky? What colour
is the sky?
What is happening on the land, around the
pond?
Is it ﬂat?
Are there mountains?
Are there trees?
Where is your character placed in the
image?
Your character could be half-submerged.
Your character could be ﬂying.
Your character could be making a sound.
Your character could be holding
something, in its paws, wings, tail.
Fani Parali, The Harpy, 2020 ©

Elements below the Surface:
Are there other life forms in the water?
Is the water calm or wavy?
What colour is the water?
Is there something happening in the water at that
particular moment?
Does your character live underwater?
How does the light travel into the water?
How does sound travel into the water?
Do things look different when underwater?
What does the bottom of the pond look like?
Are there stones or sand or something else?
Are colours the same underwater as they are
above?
Could you see reﬂections of things on the surface
of the pond?
Is it a shallow pond or a very deep one?
Think of all these questions and any other ones
that may come into your mind, and draw (or
paint) your answers!
Remember that there is no wrong or right, and
there are no rules!
You can draw anything you want!

Fani Parali, The Shimmering Storm, 2020 ©

This activity pack is brought to you by
Southwark Park Galleries
in Partnership with RIVA
southwarkparkgalleries.org // 020 7237 1230
We look forward to seeing you again soon!

